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ABSTRACT
The projected response of the atmospheric circulation to the radiative changes induced by CO2 forcing
and climate feedbacks is currently uncertain. In this modeling study, the impact of CO2-induced climate
feedbacks on changes in jet latitude and speed is assessed by imposing surface albedo, cloud, and water
vapor feedbacks as if they were forcings in two climate models, CAM4 and ECHAM6. The jet response to
radiative feedbacks can be broadly interpreted through changes in midlatitude baroclinicity. Clouds enhance
baroclinicity, favoring a strengthened, poleward-shifted jet; this is mitigated by surface albedo changes, which
have the opposite effect on baroclinicity and the jet, while water vapor has opposing effects on upper- and
lower-level baroclinicity with little net impact on the jet. Large differences between the CAM4andECHAM6
responses illustrate how model uncertainty in radiative feedbacks causes a large spread in the baroclinicity
response to CO2 forcing. Across the CMIP5models, differences in shortwave feedbacks by clouds and albedo
are a dominant contribution to this spread. Forcing CAM4with shortwave cloud and albedo feedbacks from a
representative set of CMIP5 models yields a wide range of jet responses that strongly correlate with the
meridional gradient of the anomalous shortwave heating and the associated baroclinicity response. Differ-
ences in shortwave feedbacks statistically explain about 50% of the intermodel spread in CMIP5 jet shifts
for the set of models used, demonstrating the importance of constraining radiative feedbacks for accurate
projections of circulation changes.
1. Introduction
a. Motivation and aims
Among the most notable aspects of the atmospheric
circulation response to CO2 forcing is the tendency for
the midlatitude jets and storm tracks to shift poleward
(Kushner et al. 2001; Yin 2005; Barnes and Polvani 2013;
Harvey et al. 2014). Future shifts in circulation could
have critical implications for weather and climate at re-
gional scales (e.g., Shepherd 2014; Simpson et al. 2015).
Unfortunately, however, our understanding of the atmo-
spheric circulation response to CO2 forcing remains qual-
itative rather than quantitative, as differences in jet and
storm track responses among current climate models are
considerable (Barnes and Polvani 2013; Harvey et al. 2014;
Ceppi et al. 2014), limiting our ability to anticipate future
impacts (Zappa and Shepherd 2017).
To address this issue, it is helpful to think of inter-
model spread in circulation changes as resulting from
the combination of two distinct effects. The first is as-
sociated with the fact that the basic state affects the
preferred dynamical modes of variability and modes of
response to radiative forcing (Ring and Plumb 2008;
Sigmond and Scinocca 2010; Kidston et al. 2010; Barnes
and Hartmann 2011; Simpson and Polvani 2016). Dif-
ferences in resolution, numerical schemes, and physics
packages among atmospheric models cause substantial
differences in basic climate (e.g., Stevens and Bony
2013; Medeiros et al. 2016), and consequently different
models subjected to the same radiative forcing will ex-
hibit different circulation responses. But a second im-
portant source of spread in circulation response comes
from the radiative change itself, in turn associated with
model-dependent effects of CO2 forcing and climate
feedbacks. In this paper, we explore this second source
of uncertainty and present the first systematic assess-
ment of the dynamical impact of differences in radiative
feedback.
Radiative feedbacks involve the responses of surface
albedo, clouds, and water vapor to changes in global-
mean temperature and their impacts on the climate
system’s energy budget. The increase in outgoing long-
wave radiation associated with surface and atmospheric
warming is usually also treated as a feedback. Previous
analyses of radiative feedbacks in climate models haveCorresponding author: Paulo Ceppi, p.ceppi@reading.ac.uk
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quantified the relative contributions of these processes
to global-mean warming: decreasing surface albedo and
increasing water vapor concentrations both amplify
warming and hence are robust positive feedbacks.While
cloud feedback is generally also positive, this feedback
can range from near zero to strongly positive in current
models, constituting the dominant contribution to in-
termodel spread in equilibrium climate sensitivity (Cess
et al. 1990; Colman 2003; Soden et al. 2008; Andrews
et al. 2012; Vial et al. 2013; Caldwell et al. 2016).
Although the thermodynamic implications of these
feedbacks are well documented, their dynamical effects
remain poorly understood. Because extratropical eddies
respond sensitively to changes in baroclinicity, the eddy-
driven circulation response may depend more strongly
on changes in horizontal temperature gradients than on
changes in global-mean temperature (e.g., Chen et al.
2010; Harvey et al. 2014; Ceppi and Hartmann 2016;
Grise and Polvani 2016). Consequently, the relative
contributions of radiative feedbacks to circulation
changes—particularly shifts in extratropical circulation—
are unlikely to scale with their relative contributions
to global-mean warming. Previous work has shown that
anomalous radiative heating due to cloud feedback
causes the jets to shift poleward in idealized aquaplanet
models (Voigt and Shaw 2015, 2016; Ceppi and
Hartmann 2016), primarily owing to shortwave radiative
changes (Ceppi and Hartmann 2016), although atmo-
spheric longwave cloud-radiative heating may also
contribute to this response (Voigt and Shaw 2015, 2016).
In particular, Ceppi and Hartmann (2016) showed that
clouds account for most of the poleward shift in extra-
tropical circulation under CO2 quadrupling in an at-
mospheric model coupled to a mixed-layer aquaplanet
ocean, despite contributing only 25% of the total global
surface warming. By contrast, water vapor feedback was
found to cause an equatorward shift of midlatitude cir-
culation in Voigt and Shaw (2015), although this study
used a prescribed-SST lower boundary and hence did
not include the impact of changes in the surface energy
budget. Considering that the aforementioned studies of
the impacts of feedbacks on circulation were based on
idealized aquaplanet climate models, however, it re-
mains unknown to what extent radiative feedbacks may
affect extratropical dynamics in climate models with
realistic circulation, landmass distribution, and sea sur-
face temperatures.
In this paper we address the following two main
questions:
1) What are the contributions of radiative feedbacks by
surface albedo, cloud, and water vapor changes to
atmospheric circulation shifts under CO2 forcing?
2) How much of the intermodel spread in midlatitude
jet responses is associated with spread in radiative
feedbacks?
To answer these questions, we perform climate model
experiments with the radiative locking technique,
whereby surface albedo, clouds, and water vapor are
prescribed in the radiation code only; this allows us to
impose the feedbacks as radiative forcings and to de-
compose the full climate system response to CO2 forcing
into individual contributions of each feedback process
(Schneider et al. 1999; Hall and Manabe 1999;
Graversen and Wang 2009; Mauritsen et al. 2013). Fur-
thermore, to quantify the impact of model uncertainty in
radiative feedback on circulation we carry out ‘‘ghost
forcing’’ experiments (Hansen et al. 1997; Alexeev et al.
2005) in which we impose the effect of different radia-
tive feedbacks as prescribed radiative heating anoma-
lies. As we will show, shortwave radiative feedbacks
associated with clouds and surface albedo statistically
explain about 50% of the spread in jet shift among
CMIP5 models based on our experiments; this provides
causal support for a previously identified correlation
between shortwave changes and Southern Hemispheric
jet response in CMIP5 models (Ceppi et al. 2014) and
demonstrates the critical importance of radiative feed-
backs for intermodel spread in circulation changes.
b. Causal relationships
Before discussing our analysis methods and results, we
should consider two difficulties in inferring causal re-
lationships between radiative feedbacks and circulation
changes. First, radiative feedbacks can be both a cause
and a consequence of circulation changes. The re-
lationship between clouds and the storm track is a
helpful example: a poleward shift of the storm tracks
could cause cloud-radiative anomalies (Bender et al.
2012; Grise et al. 2013; Boucher et al. 2013), but equally,
cloud feedbacks can drive the poleward storm-track
shift (Ceppi andHartmann 2015, 2016). In the context of
our study in which feedbacks from different models are
prescribed as forcings, causal relationships are clearer
because any circulation changes can only be a conse-
quence of the imposed radiative anomalies. However,
even in this particular case a correlation between dif-
ferent radiative feedbacks and circulation changes could
have two distinct meanings:
1) Intermodel spread in radiative feedback (for exam-
ple driven by model-specific physical parameteriza-
tions) is driving spread in circulation change.
2) Spread in circulation change and radiative feedback
is jointly driven by an external source of spread, such
as mean-state biases, or differences in CO2 forcing.
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In this case, the radiative response could amplify the
spread in circulation change, but without being the
primary cause for the spread.
A second difficulty in causally linking radiative feed-
backs to circulation changes is related to the fact that
feedbacks cannot be considered as being fully in-
dependent from one another. Changes in cloud, water
vapor, sea ice, and snow cover are all connected through
their interactions with temperature and moisture. Both
difficulties can be addressed by evaluating the basic
physical mechanisms driving the intermodel spread in
radiative feedbacks and the extent to which they
reflect a fundamental property of the models (e.g., their
parameterization schemes). We will discuss in section 6
to what extent the correlations between radiative feed-
backs and circulation responses can be interpreted as
resulting from causal linkages.
2. Data and methods
a. Climate models
Our results are mainly based on experiments with two
coupled climate models: the Community Earth System
Model (CESM), version 1.2.2, run with the atmospheric
component CAM4 at a resolution of 1.98 3 2.58 (latitude
by longitude) with 26 vertical levels (Neale et al. 2010),
and the Max Planck Institute (MPI) for Meteorology
atmospheric model, version 6.0 (ECHAM6), run at T63
spectral horizontal resolution with 47 vertical levels
(Stevens et al. 2013). These atmospheric models were
part of the CCSM4 and MPI-ESM-LR fully coupled
models used in phase 5 of the Coupled Model In-
tercomparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor et al. 2012), al-
though for CMIP5 CAM4 was run at a higher horizontal
resolution of 0.98 3 1.258. Both atmospheric components
are coupled to a slab oceanmodelwith prescribed,monthly
varying ocean heat fluxes that do not change between
simulations. For CAM4, these heat fluxes were inferred
from a preindustrial control simulation coupled to a full
dynamical ocean; for ECHAM6, ocean heat transport was
derived from a 30-yr simulation with prescribed sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) following the Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP) protocol. Both climate
models include a representation of sea ice; CAM4 is cou-
pled to a full sea ice model, while ECHAM6’s slab ocean
model only produces thermodynamic sea ice.
b. Radiative locking method
The impact of radiative feedbacks on atmospheric
circulation changes is quantified through the use of ra-
diative locking model experiments (Wetherald and
Manabe 1988; Hall and Manabe 1999; Schneider et al.
1999; Graversen and Wang 2009; Mauritsen et al. 2013;
Voigt and Shaw 2015). In locking experiments, values of
surface albedo, water vapor concentration, and cloud
properties are read in and prescribed in the radiation
code only, overriding the values produced by the model.
This makes it possible to separately study the radiative
impacts of CO2 forcing, and albedo, cloud, and water
vapor feedbacks, as explained below.
The locking technique is implemented in two steps.
First, reference experiments are run in which surface
albedo values A, radiative properties of clouds C, and
water vapor mixing ratios W are saved at every call to
the radiation code. Our two reference experiments,
termed 1xCO2 and 2xCO2, are run with CO2 concen-
trations of 284.7 and 569.4 ppmv, respectively. In the
next step, locked experiments are produced by reading
in the time-varying, instantaneousA, C, andW values at
every radiative time step from either the 1xCO2 or the
2xCO2 experiment. For each model, we run all possible
combinations of atmospheric CO2, A, C, and W,
yielding a total of 16 experiments. An overview of the
simulations is provided in Table 1.
Using our set of experiments, the individual effects
of CO2 forcing and radiative feedbacks can be esti-
mated using pairs of experiments in which only the var-
iable of interest changes, while all other variables are held
constant. For example, the difference between experi-
ments 1xCO2-A1C2W1 and 1xCO2-A1C1W1 (Table 1)
TABLE 1. List of CAM4 and ECHAM6 simulations. The simu-
lations 1xCO2 and 2xCO2 are the two reference integrations from
which values of surface albedo A, radiative properties of clouds C,
and water vapor mixing ratiosW are output at every radiative time
step. The following 16 simulations have A, C, and W locked to
either the 1 3 CO2 values (denoted by 1) or 2 3 CO2 values (de-
noted by 2), as explained in section 2b.
Simulation name No. of spinup years No. of years after spinup
1xCO2 10 20
2xCO2 20 20
1xCO2-A1C1W1 10 20
1xCO2-A1C1W2 10 20
1xCO2-A1C2W1 10 20
1xCO2-A1C2W2 10 20
1xCO2-A2C1W1 10 20
1xCO2-A2C1W2 10 20
1xCO2-A2C2W1 10 20
1xCO2-A2C2W2 10 20
2xCO2-A1C1W1 10 20
2xCO2-A1C1W2 10 20
2xCO2-A1C2W1 10 20
2xCO2-A1C2W2 10 20
2xCO2-A2C1W1 10 20
2xCO2-A2C1W2 10 20
2xCO2-A2C2W1 10 20
2xCO2-A2C2W2 10 20
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provides one estimate of the response to cloud feedback;
differencing between 2xCO2-A1C2W1 and 2xCO2-
A1C1W1 provides another estimate, but in a warmer
state. In total, eight pairs of experiments are available to
estimate the response to CO2 doubling and each of the
feedbacks. The results in the paper show the responses
averaged over the eight respective pairs of experiments.
The full set of differences used to calculate the responses
to changes in CO2, A, C, and W is listed in appendix A
(Fig. A1).
When imposing the changes in A, C, and W by the
locking method, the resulting radiative changes are no
longer feedbacks in the strict sense of the word; the
feedbacks are being imposed as forcings. For simplicity,
we refer to these radiative responses as ‘‘imposed
feedbacks.’’ A key assumption is that the sum of the
responses to imposed changes in CO2, A, C, and W is
approximately equal to the response to CO2 forcing with
all feedbacks enabled; in other words, we assume that
the full climate response to CO2 doubling can be
meaningfully decomposed into partial contributions
from individual feedback processes. As shown in Fig. 1,
this is indeed the case for both models: the sum of the
responses to individual feedbacks (plus CO2 doubling
with no feedbacks enabled other than temperature
feedbacks) compares very favorably with the full re-
sponse to CO2 doubling with all feedbacks enabled.
Minor differences in the temperature response can be
seen at high latitudes, particularly near and above the
tropopause; these differences in temperature response
are associated with small differences in zonal wind
change, which are generally smaller than 0.5m s21 ex-
cept on the poleward flank of the Northern Hemispheric
tropospheric jet in ECHAM6. Similar agreement be-
tween free and imposed feedback responses is found for
other variables such as surface pressure and meridional
mass streamfunction (not shown). We therefore con-
clude that the imposed feedback experiments can be
used to partition the dynamical changes associated with
CO2 forcing among individual feedback processes.
c. Ghost forcing experiments
To understand the impact of radiative feedbacks on
circulation across a wider range of models, we run
CAM4 with prescribed ‘‘ghost’’ forcings (Hansen et al.
1997; Alexeev et al. 2005) that mimic the shortwave
FIG. 1. Zonal-mean temperature and zonal wind response in (a) CAM4 and (b) ECHAM6 CO2 doubling experiments: (left) the
experiments with interactive surface albedo, clouds, and water vapor (‘‘free feedbacks’’); (center) the sum of the responses in locking
experiments with the feedbacks imposed as forcings (‘‘imposed feedbacks’’); (right) the differences between free and imposed feedback
responses. Thick gray contours indicate the zonal wind climatology (only positive values shown; contour interval 10m s21). The black
curves in the temperature plots denote the tropopause height, calculated using the World Meteorological Organization lapse rate defi-
nition. Changes in global-mean surface temperature are indicated at the top-right corner of each temperature plot.
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radiative heating anomalies associated with cloud and
albedo feedbacks in different CMIP5 models. These
ghost forcings are applied as imposed anomalies in ra-
diative heating tendency as a function of longitude,
latitude, and month of the year, where the anomalies
correspond to the radiative feedback calculated for a
given model. The forcings are imposed at the surface,
under the assumption that the radiative anomalies di-
agnosed at the top of atmosphere in CMIP5 models are
entirely due to surface radiative changes, which is true
to a good approximation for the shortwave anomalies
used here (cf. the blue curves in appendix B in Figs. B1a,b;
Allan 2011; Previdi and Liepert 2012). Because we are
interested in the absolute circulation changes rather than
changes per degree warming, we use the absolute radi-
ative changes associated with feedback processes (in
Wm22) rather than the radiative feedbacks themselves
(in Wm22 per degree warming) to force CAM4.
Since we wish to quantify the dynamical response to
specific feedback processes, we must ensure that CAM4
does not produce any internal radiative feedbacks
(other than temperature feedbacks) in response to our
ghost forcings, which would introduce additional radia-
tive changes. Therefore, the albedo, cloud, and water
vapor fields are locked to their 1 3 CO2 climatology in
all simulations, suppressing the corresponding feed-
backs. This ensures that the responses seen in our ex-
periments are entirely ascribable to the imposed
external forcings, rather than to internal feedbacks.
Each of the ghost forcing experiments is spun up for 5
years, starting from the equilibrated 1 3 CO2 climate,
and climatologies are calculated over the following 10
years of integration. We have verified that ghost forcing
simulations yield similar results compared with the ra-
diative locking method when imposing CAM4’s and
ECHAM6’s cloud-radiative heating anomalies, and the
method successfully replicates the differences in circula-
tion response observed between CAM4 and ECHAM6
(not shown).
d. Atmospheric circulation metrics
In this paper we focus on shifts in zonal-mean circu-
lation, which we quantify withmetrics of jet position and
edge of the tropics. Prior to calculating the metrics,
zonal wind and meridional mass streamfunction values
are interpolated onto a 0.18 latitude grid using cubic
interpolation. The eddy-driven jet position is defined as
the latitude of peak zonal-mean zonal wind at 850 hPa,
and the jet speed is simply the zonal wind speed at the jet
latitude. The width of the tropics is measured as the
latitude where precipitation minus evaporation crosses
zero at the poleward edge of the subtropical dry zone
and also as the Hadley cell edge latitude (i.e., the
latitude where the mass streamfunction equals zero at
500 hPa). Throughout the paper, circulation shifts are
defined as positive poleward.
3. Dynamical response to radiative feedbacks
The contributions of radiative feedbacks to changes in
zonal-mean circulation following CO2 doubling are
presented in Fig. 2 for the locking experiments with
CAM4 and ECHAM6, and the difference between the
two models. In this discussion we mainly focus on the
response of the tropospheric eddy-driven jet, since it
reflects the overall tendency of the extratropical circu-
lation to shift meridionally. In CAM4, CO2, albedo,
clouds, and water vapor cause very distinct spatial pat-
terns of warming, resulting in widely diverse zonal wind
changes. Clouds cause the most pronounced poleward
shift in both hemispheres; CO2 causes little change in
zonal wind below the upper troposphere; water vapor
produces a strengthening and upward shift of the
subtropical jets, along with a weak equatorward shift of
the eddy-driven jet in the Southern Hemisphere (SH);
and surface albedo forcing yields a marked weakening
and equatorward shift of the Southern jet, with a sim-
ilar but much more muted response in the Northern
Hemisphere (NH). The net effect of these various
contributions (Fig. 1, center) is mainly a weakening of
the tropospheric westerlies in both hemispheres.1
Now turning to the ECHAM6 responses (Fig. 2,
center), we find substantial differences relative to
CAM4 in the temperature and zonal wind responses
associated with all three feedbacks, while the effect of
CO2 forcing alone appears more similar. The positive
albedo feedback is weaker in ECHAM6 than in CAM4,
resulting in less polar warming and no discernible zonal
wind response. While clouds still cause a poleward jet
shift in both hemispheres, cloud feedback in ECHAM6
causes more pronounced tropical warming and stronger
high-latitude cooling in the SH, resulting in more overall
strengthening of themidlatitude zonal wind, particularly
in the SH. Furthermore, water vapor feedback causes
more warming in the tropical free troposphere, resulting
in larger strengthening of the upper-tropospheric sub-
tropical winds by thermal wind balance. The net result of
these effects is a strengthening and poleward shift of the
midlatitude westerlies under CO2 doubling, especially in
1 This is in contrast to the pure poleward shift produced by the
fully coupled version of this model in the abrupt4xCO2 experiment
of CMIP5 (not shown). Since the atmospheric component is the
same, it is likely that ocean heat transport is responsible for the
difference in temperature and circulation responses.
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the SH, in striking contrast to CAM4’s net response
(Fig. 1a, center).
The differences in temperature and zonal wind re-
sponses between CAM4 and ECHAM6 must be related
to differences in magnitude and spatial structure of the
radiative feedbacks (discussed in the next subsection),
known to be highly model dependent. Differences in the
basic state may also contribute to the discrepancies in
dynamical response between the two models, however;
CAM4’s jets are situated at higher latitude than
ECHAM6’s (52.98 vs 47.58 in the SH; 48.88 vs 45.28 in the
NH) and lower-latitude jets are generally expected to
shift poleward more readily as the atmosphere warms
(Barnes and Hartmann 2011).
FIG. 2. Zonal-mean temperature and zonal wind responses to (a) CO2 doubling with no feedbacks and (b)–(d) imposed albedo, cloud,
and water vapor feedbacks, respectively. The total response (sum of CO2 forcing and imposed feedbacks) is shown in Fig. 1, center. Thick
gray contours indicate the zonal wind climatology (only positive values shown; contour interval 10m s21). The black curves in the
temperature plots denote the tropopause height. Changes in global-mean surface temperature are indicated at the top-right corner of each
temperature plot.
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Despite the complexity and diversity of the tempera-
ture and zonal wind responses to radiative feedbacks,
changes in meridional temperature gradients (i.e., baro-
clinicity) constitute a reasonably robust mechanism to
interpret the differences in midlatitude jet response
between experiments and between models, as shown
in previous work with idealized and comprehensive
models (e.g., Brayshaw et al. 2008; Butler et al. 2010;
Chen et al. 2010; Ceppi et al. 2012; Harvey et al. 2014;
Zappa and Shepherd 2017). By contrast, the global-
mean temperature response is a poor predictor of dif-
ferences in jet response between CAM4 and ECHAM6,
or between imposed feedback experiments (Fig. 2). To
highlight the role of baroclinicity changes, we define a
bulk meridional temperature gradient as the difference
in tropospheric-mean temperature between the tropics
(108–308) and high latitudes (608–908). We use the tro-
pospheric mean (calculated as the mass-weighted ver-
tical average below 200hPa) since both upper- and
lower-level baroclinicity changes have been found to
affect the jet in previous work, and we focus on the
tropics and high latitudes because these are often re-
garded as a driver of midlatitude changes (Harvey et al.
2014; Ceppi and Hartmann 2016; Zappa and Shepherd
2017). This simple metric of tropospheric baroclinicity
change is a good qualitative predictor of changes in jet
latitude and speed (Fig. 3), with increasing baroclinicity
favoring a poleward shift and strengthening of the jet.
(Note that the results are not sensitive to the exact
choice of latitude bands and are robust to the exclusion
of outliers.) The relationship is substantially weaker and
less robust for the jet shift than for the change in jet
speed, however, explaining less than half of the variance
in jet shift (r25 0:46); this implies that factors other than
the tropospheric-meanmeridional temperature gradient
must also contribute to the spread in jet shifts seen in
Fig. 2. If we separately consider temperature gradient
changes in the upper (500$ p$ 200 hPa) and lower
(p. 500 hPa) troposphere, we find a much stronger re-
lationship in the lower troposphere than at upper levels
(r5 0:83 and 0.28, respectively; not shown). Changes in
tropospheric stability (also a component of baro-
clinicity) may be a further contribution to the circula-
tion shifts shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (e.g., Frierson
et al. 2007).
The shifts in zonal-mean circulation caused by CO2
and the various imposed feedbacks are summarized in
Fig. 4. We find coherent responses across metrics of
circulation width, showing that the midlatitude jet re-
sponse is a good indicator for the overall tendency of the
circulation to shift meridionally. The metrics of tropical
width and jet latitude highlight the dominant contribu-
tion of clouds, which alone account for most or all of the
poleward expansion of the circulation. [Note that al-
though the net jet response in CAM4 is mainly a
weakening (Fig. 1a), the jet shifts poleward because the
weakening occurs preferentially on its equatorward
flank, especially in the NH.] CO2 forcing also contrib-
utes to the poleward expansion of the Southern Hemi-
spheric circulation in the absence of feedbacks, while
surface albedo changes induce an equatorward con-
traction in CAM4 in the SH. The shifts associated with
FIG. 3. Relationship between change in bulk tropospheric-mean meridional temperature gradient change and jet
response in the imposed feedback experiments. The tropospheric-mean temperature is defined as the mass-
weighted vertical average below 200 hPa. The meridional gradient is calculated as the difference in area-averaged
temperature between the latitude bands 108–308 and 608–908. The plots include the responses in both hemispheres.
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water vapor are negligible in ECHAM6, while weak
(,0.58) equatorward shifts occur in CAM4. The net
response is dominated by the poleward-shifting ten-
dency caused by clouds and, to a lesser extent, CO2,
although the mitigating effects of albedo and water va-
por in CAM4 are responsible for much of the intermodel
differences. While all metrics indicate a poleward shift
in the net response, this shift is generally modest
(around 18 or less) for a doubling of CO2 in our two
models. However, the total jet shifts are comparable
in magnitude to the shifts found in fully coupled
abrupt4xCO2 runs (the multimodel mean values being
1.18 in the SH and 0.48 in the NH, after scaling by 0.5 to
ensure comparability with our 2xCO2 experiments).
Since the circulation responses shown in Figs. 2–4 are
averaged over eight sets of differences between pairs of
20-yr simulations (cf. section 2b), they are robust. The
circulation responses to each imposed feedback are
generally in reasonable agreement among the eight sets
of differences, as discussed in appendix A. This suggests
that for this range of radiative perturbations, the circu-
lation is not overly sensitive to the order in which the
feedbacks are imposed and to the associated changes in
basic state.
4. Feedback analysis
The distinct circulation impacts of albedo, cloud, and
water vapor changes reflect differences in themagnitude
and spatial pattern of their radiative feedback. To un-
derstand how differences in radiative feedback may
affect the temperature and circulation responses in our
model experiments, in Fig. 5 we compare the meridional
feedback patterns produced by CAM4 and ECHAM6
(green and orange curves), diagnosed by offline radia-
tive calculations following the partial radiative pertur-
bation method (Colman and McAvaney 1997). To
provide context for our results, we also show feedback
values from 28 CMIP5 coupled climate models forced
with abrupt CO2 quadrupling (gray and black curves;
models listed in Table 2). The CMIP5 feedbacks are
diagnosed with radiative kernels (Soden et al. 2008), and
we do not separate feedbacks from rapid adjustments
(Andrews and Forster 2008; Gregory and Webb 2008).
The response to CO2 quadrupling is calculated as the
change between the piControl climatology of years 1–50
and the abrupt4xCO2 climatology of years 121–140.
While the surface albedo feedback is robustly positive
at high latitudes, as expected (Fig. 5a), this feedback is
considerably stronger in CAM4 over the high southern
latitudes than in ECHAM6. This is consistent with the
difference in temperature and circulation responses
there (cf. Fig. 2b). Compared with CMIP5, the feedback
values over the Arctic in both CAM4 and ECHAM6 are
about 3 times smaller; this is likely because the sea ice
response scales nonlinearly with CO2 forcing and global-
mean temperature (recall that our experiments are
forced with CO2 doubling, while the CMIP5 experi-
ments use CO2 quadrupling). This suggests that the cli-
mate impacts of Northern Hemispheric surface albedo
changes may be substantially larger under CO2 qua-
drupling than in the case of doubling.
FIG. 4. Shifts in zonal-mean circulation (8 lat), quantified bymetrics of jet position, edge of the subtropical dry zone,
and Hadley cell edge. See section 2d for metric definitions. Positive values denote poleward shifts.
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CAM4 and ECHAM6 differ considerably in terms
of the cloud feedback (Fig. 5b). In CAM4, the feedback
is near zero generally, except for a large positive
anomaly between 308 and 608 latitude (especially in the
SH) and a weak negative anomaly just poleward of 608S.
By contrast, ECHAM6 produces a positive cloud feed-
back throughout the tropics and subtropics, while a
negative feedback occurs poleward of about 508 latitude.
Again, the different meridional patterns of feedback are
clearly reflected in the associated temperature responses
(Fig. 2c); however, they cannot explain differences in the
vertical structure of warming, which are related to the
vertical distribution of longwave cloud feedback
(Fig. B1). CAM4 and ECHAM6 fall well within the
range of cloud feedback values in CMIP5, although the
spread is large; generally speaking, cloud feedback in
ECHAM6 presents a larger tropics-to-extratropics gra-
dient than most CMIP5 models, while the converse is
true of CAM4.
The water vapor feedback (Fig. 5c) presents a much
more consistent meridional structure between models,
peaking near the equator and decreasing with latitude.
The ECHAM6 water vapor feedback is in broad
agreement with the CMIP5 ensemble, but stronger than
average in the tropics. By contrast, CAM4 produces a
very weak water vapor feedback in the tropics and is an
outlier. (We have verified this result using radiative
kernels, obtaining very similar values.) The difference in
water vapor feedback is reflected in the larger free-
tropospheric temperature response to water vapor
changes seen in ECHAM6 relative to CAM4 (cf.
Fig. 2d). While the differences in cloud and water vapor
feedbacks result in large differences in free-tropospheric
warming, they cause a similar amount of surface
warming (Figs. 2c,d); this is because the feedbacks differ
primarily in the atmosphere, while the surface radiative
changes are more similar, at least in a global-mean sense
(not shown).
The temperature response to water vapor forcing (cf.
Figs. 5c and 2d) is characterized by amplified warming in
the tropical upper troposphere and in polar regions at
lower levels, both of which are fundamental effects of
latent heating (resulting from moist convection and
poleward latent heat transport, respectively). Owing to
this, the lower-level temperature response to water va-
por feedback peaks at the poles even though the radia-
tive anomaly peaks in the tropics; the same result applies
to CO2 forcing (not shown). Generally speaking, we
expect positive tropical radiative forcings to favor both
polar and tropical upper-level amplification, since
moister tropical air masses will release more latent en-
ergy as they are transported upward or poleward. The
enhanced latent energy flux convergence can be offset
by local negative feedbacks, however (Roe et al. 2015);
as an example, the lack of polar amplification in re-
sponse to cloud feedback (Fig. 2) is consistent with the
local negative feedback, particularly in the SH.
5. Contributions of shortwave feedbacks to model
uncertainty in circulation changes
The results in Figs. 2–5 demonstrate that the circula-
tion impact of any particular feedback process can differ
substantially between models because of the large un-
certainties in radiative feedback. In this section, we seek
to quantitatively assess the impacts of differences in
feedback on the spread in circulation responses across
the CMIP5 models, separately from other sources of
spread such as differences in basic state or model
FIG. 5. Zonal-mean radiative feedback at the top of atmosphere
in the CAM4 (green) and ECHAM6 (orange) CO2 doubling ex-
periments, diagnosed from partial radiative perturbation (PRP)
experiments. Global-mean values (Wm22 K21) are shown in the
top-right corner of each panel. The gray curves denote radiative
kernel–based feedback estimates from CMIP5 abrupt4xCO2 ex-
periments (see Table 2 for a list of models), with the multimodel
mean shown as a thick black curve. The horizontal axis scales with
the sine of latitude to reflect area weighting.
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numerics. To this end, we impose radiative feedbacks
from a set of CMIP5 models as ghost forcings in CAM4
(section 2c; Hansen et al. 1997; Alexeev et al. 2005).
For practical reasons, in our ghost forcing experi-
ments we use only shortwave (SW) cloud and albedo
feedbacks. Unlike longwave (LW) feedbacks and SW
water vapor feedback, which have a substantial atmo-
spheric component, SW cloud and albedo feedbacks
affect mainly the surface with little impact on the at-
mospheric energy budget. Using standard CMIP5 out-
put, we are unable to diagnose the vertical structure of
atmospheric radiative feedbacks (which are known to
contribute to intermodel differences in circulation re-
sponse to warming in prescribed-SST experiments;
Voigt and Shaw 2015, 2016) and hence cannot calculate
atmospheric ghost forcing fields. Of the various com-
ponents of future radiative changes in CMIP5 models,
the SW effects of clouds and albedo are a dominant
source of uncertainty in midlatitude baroclinicity
changes, as evidenced by the combination of large
spread in radiative heating gradient changes and high
correlation values with the temperature gradient
changes2 (Table 3). Thus, although we cannot test the
impact of all feedbacks on spread in circulation changes,
our experiments likely capture a large fraction of the
uncertainty in circulation change associated with radia-
tive feedbacks.
Rather than forcing CAM4 with the full set of CMIP5
cloud and albedo SW heating anomalies, we select a
TABLE 2. List of CMIP5 models used in the analysis (expansions of acronyms are available online at http://www.ametsoc.org/
PubsAcronymList.). Themodels are listed along with their global-mean SW radiative changes in the abrupt4xCO2 experiment induced by
surface albedo feedback (SWalb) and cloud feedback (SWcld), as well as their SW heating index values for albedo and clouds in each
hemisphere. The SW heating index is defined as the difference between area averages over the latitude bands 208–508 and 508–908. The
feedbacks are calculated using radiative kernels after Soden et al. (2008). Note that the values shown are absolute radiative changes
(Wm22), not normalized by global-mean surface warming. The eight models shown in boldface produce the minimum or maximum value
for at least one of the metrics (boldface values). (Expansions of acronyms are available online at http://www.ametsoc.org/
PubsAcronymList.)
SWalb heating index SWcld heating index
Model name SWalb SWcld NH SH NH SH
ACCESS1.0 1.77 0.78 27.77 24.89 3.73 6.86
ACCESS1.3 1.46 2.65 26.92 25.18 3.53 6.23
BCC_CSM1.1 1.57 0.06 24.84 26.16 5.52 7.16
BCC_CSM1.1(m) 1.56 1.58 24.32 26.20 5.86 7.77
BNU-ESM 3.30 0.14 29.22 211.51 20.91 6.74
CanESM2 1.74 0.36 25.91 26.23 0.89 8.00
CCSM4 1.78 0.40 25.10 27.91 1.21 4.71
CNRM-CM5 1.95 0.81 26.24 26.54 3.07 6.07
CSIRO Mk3.6.0 1.71 2.87 23.80 29.13 4.20 10.08
FGOALS-g2 1.94 20.56 26.28 26.96 3.77 3.74
FGOALS-s2 2.11 22.67 26.17 28.89 2.61 8.29
GFDL CM3 2.01 3.81 29.47 22.32 4.04 8.51
GFDL-ESM2G 0.72 21.37 23.23 20.39 6.07 7.75
GFDL-ESM2M 0.85 21.27 23.28 21.37 7.18 7.35
GISS-E2-H 0.99 22.04 23.76 21.89 0.83 0.14
GISS-E2-R 0.63 21.80 21.88 21.36 1.82 0.87
HadGEM2-ES 2.21 1.52 210.54 26.49 2.61 7.18
INM-CM4 0.92 20.88 21.98 23.42 1.07 3.35
IPSL-CM5A-LR 1.16 6.44 24.38 22.68 5.88 16.18
IPSL-CM5A-MR 1.05 6.26 24.51 21.82 6.62 15.89
IPSL-CM5B-LR 0.95 2.84 24.02 21.80 4.62 7.63
MIROC5 1.67 0.55 28.45 22.40 0.84 5.73
MIROC-ESM 3.05 2.64 210.64 210.35 5.30 14.78
MPI-ESM-LR 1.65 1.87 28.84 24.08 8.23 10.67
MPI-ESM-MR 1.74 1.61 28.26 25.26 6.39 11.00
MPI-ESM-P 1.51 1.62 26.21 24.44 8.46 10.61
MRI-CGCM3 1.68 1.39 25.13 26.39 3.27 3.91
NorESM1-M 1.29 1.10 25.96 22.75 0.85 3.81
CMIP5 mean 1.61 1.10 25.97 24.96 3.84 7.54
2Although the same can be said of the Planck feedback (Table
3), this is a response to the spread in warming rather than a
driving factor.
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subset of CMIP5models representative of the variability
across the model ensemble. We select the models based
on two metrics: 1) the global-mean SW heating anomaly
due to albedo and clouds and 2) the change in bulk
meridional gradient of SW heating across the mid-
latitudes in each hemisphere [as in Ceppi et al. (2014)].
Here, the bulk meridional gradient is defined as the
difference between area averages over the latitude
bands 208–508 and 508–908; as will be shown below, these
two latitude bands capture the main impacts of SW ra-
diative changes on the jet response. Hereafter the
change in bulkmeridional SW heating gradient is simply
referred to as ‘‘SW heating index,’’ and similarly the
corresponding change in tropospheric-mean tempera-
ture gradient is the ‘‘temperature index.’’ We select the
models reporting extreme values for either of the met-
rics (boldface values in Table 2). This yields eight
models (BNU-ESM, FGOALS-s2, GFDL-ESM2G,
GISS-E2-H, GISS-E2-R, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-
ESM, and MPI-ESM-P)—less than the possible maxi-
mum of 12 models because several of the models fulfill
more than one criterion simultaneously. To quantify the
average impact of SW changes due to clouds and albedo,
we also force CAM4 with the multimodel mean radiative
changes (based on all 28 models; Table 2). Since we run
separate experiments for albedo and cloud forcing, this
yields a total of 18 ghost forcing experiments.
a. Dynamical response to shortwave radiative forcing
To visualize the relationship between the pattern of
SW radiative change and zonal wind response, we plot
the spatial correlation between anomalous SW heating
and jet shift across CAM4 ghost forcing experiments
(Fig. 6, left); this includes all 18 experiments with both
cloud and albedo forcing. We find that in both hemi-
spheres, increases in subtropical SW heating and de-
creases in high-latitude heating jointly contribute to
poleward jet shifts. Similar (albeit weaker) relationships
hold across the whole set of 28 CMIP5 models, partic-
ularly in the SH (Fig. 6, center), with a very similar
meridional profile of correlation (Fig. 6, right), justifying
our choice of latitude bands to calculate meridional
TABLE 3. Coefficients of correlation between change in bulk meridional gradient of radiative heating for individual feedbacks and
change in tropospheric-mean temperature gradient across all 28 CMIP5 models with abrupt4xCO2 simulations (Table 2). The bulk
meridional gradients are calculated by differencing between the 208–508 and 508–908 latitude bands, and the tropospheric-mean tem-
perature is the mass-weighted average below 200 hPa (as in Fig. 3).
Albedo 1 SW cloud LW cloud Water vapor Lapse rate Planck
SH std dev (Wm22) 4.62 1.51 0.69 1.62 3.62
NH std dev (Wm22) 3.54 1.18 0.64 1.78 3.36
Correlation with SH temp gradient 0.86 20.47 0.62 0.66 20.88
Correlation with NH temp gradient 0.70 20.09 0.80 0.37 20.73
FIG. 6. Correlation coefficient between jet shift (defined as positive poleward) and SW heating anomaly due to albedo and cloud
feedbacks at each grid point. Shown are (left) correlations across 18 CAM4 runs with ghost SW forcing (see text), (center) the same
calculation for 28 CMIP5 model abrupt4xCO2 runs (Table 2), and (right) the zonally averaged correlations for the CAM4 and CMIP5
runs. The correlation coefficients are separately calculated using NH (top half) and SH (bottom half) jet shift values. In (left), the
horizontal dashed lines at 208 and 508 denote the latitude ranges used for the calculation of the surface temperature and net SW radiation
indices (see text). The shading interval is 0.2, with absolute values below 0.2 left unshaded.
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gradient changes (horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 6, left).
This demonstrates that intermodel differences in SW
heating due to albedo and cloud feedbacks are suffi-
ciently large to cause detectable differences in jet re-
sponse to CO2 forcing in the full CMIP5 ensemble—
even in the presence of other important sources of in-
termodel spread, such as differences in basic state. To
illustrate this point, it is worth noting that the eight
CMIP5 models used here have a wide range of control
SH jet latitudes (from 242.78 to 249.08), spanning 80%
of the total CMIP5 spread in the preindustrial control
climatology.
In our CAM4 experiments, the correlation pattern is
more zonally asymmetric in the NH compared with the
SH, likely due to the asymmetries in both radiative
feedback and climatological circulation. Such asymme-
tries also imply that the jet responsesmay not be entirely
expressible as meridional shifts (e.g., Delcambre et al.
2013; Zappa et al. 2015), possibly weakening the re-
lationship between our metric of SW heating gradient
anomaly and jet shift. Although we use the zonal-mean
zonal wind to define the NH jet for simplicity, qualita-
tively similar correlation patterns are found if we cor-
relate SW heating anomalies with the North Pacific
(1408E–1208W) or North Atlantic (608W–608E) jet shift,
but with weaker correlations for the North Pacific jet.
The results so far suggest the following mechanism
linking the intermodel spread in SW feedbacks to
the spread in jet shift: changes in the meridional
gradient of SW heating (quantified by the SW heating
index) drive changes in midlatitude baroclinicity,
which in turn drive changes in the midlatitude zonal
winds. The more positive the SW heating index is, the
larger the baroclinicity increase is and the stronger
the tendency for the jet to shift poleward. We verify
these causal linkages by plotting the temperature
index, jet shift, change in jet speed, and change in peak
eddy kinetic energy (EKE) at 850 hPa against the SW
heating index associated with albedo and clouds in
our CAM4 ghost forcing experiments (Fig. 7). Here
EKE[ u021 y025 (uu2 u u)1 (yy2 y y), where over-
bars denote time averages and primes are deviations
therefrom.
As expected, we observe a very close positive re-
lationship between SW heating index and temperature
index in each hemisphere (Fig. 7a). Cloud and albedo
feedbacks have opposing effects on the midlatitude
temperature gradient, suggesting a tug-of-war on mid-
latitude baroclinicity between cloud and albedo SW
feedbacks. Consistent with the correlations in Fig. 6, the
midlatitude jets also shift in accord with the changes in
SW heating and temperature gradients, especially in the
SH (Fig. 7b). It is noteworthy that the jet response to SW
cloud feedback is generally positive, consistent with the
sign of SW heating gradient changes. In particular, the
multimodel mean SW cloud feedback causes a poleward
jet shift in both hemispheres (black crosses). By con-
trast, the jet systematically shifts equatorward in re-
sponse to albedo ghost forcings. Furthermore, SW
heating changes also have a clear effect on jet speed
(Fig. 7c) andmidlatitude storminess, as quantified by the
peak value of 850-hPa EKE (Fig. 7d): positive SW
heating index and baroclinicity change lead to in-
creasing midlatitude jet speed and EKE, and these ef-
fects are stronger in the SH than in the NH. We
speculate that the difference is related to the higher
degree of zonal symmetry of the SH circulation.
In our ghost forcing experiments, strong correlations
between SW heating and circulation changes are ex-
pected by construction because the SW anomalies are
the only forcing. However, Fig. 6 demonstrates that the
meridional gradient of the heating accounts for most of
the differences in jet response. Importantly, the jet re-
sponses do not correlate well with the changes in global-
mean SW heating: for jet shifts we find20.23 and20.05
in the SH and NH, respectively, while for jet speed
changes the values are 20.16 and 20.35. Furthermore,
the correlation coefficient between SW heating index
and global-mean surface warming is near zero or nega-
tive in our ghost forcing experiments as well as across
CMIP5 models (not shown), meaning that the relation-
ships in Figs. 6 and 7 cannot be explained by differences
in global-mean warming. Taken together, these results
confirm the idea that temperature gradient changes are
more critical for the midlatitude circulation response
than changes in global-mean temperature (Grise and
Polvani 2016). Hence, while constraining the global-
mean value of SW feedbacks will reduce uncertainty in
climate sensitivity estimates (Cess et al. 1990; Caldwell
et al. 2016), it will be equally important to correctly
predict the spatial pattern of these feedbacks for im-
proved projections of atmospheric circulation changes.
b. Intermodel spread in jet shift in CMIP5
The results in Fig. 7 have shown that differences in SW
albedo and cloud feedbacks can cause a variety of
midlatitude jet responses to greenhouse gas forcing. This
means that even in the absence of any other sources of
intermodel spread (such as differences in basic state or
in model numerics), CMIP5 models would still exhibit
substantial spread in jet responses just because of the
large differences in SW feedback by albedo and clouds.
We therefore ask, can our CAM4 ghost forcing results
explain part of the CMIP5 spread? If the answer is yes,
this would provide additional direct evidence for SW
feedbacks driving the intermodel spread in jet response.
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FIG. 7. Scatterplotsof (a) temperature index, (b) jet shift (positivepoleward), (c) change in
jet speed, and (d) change inpeakEKE intensity at 850hPa, against the change inSWheating
index for theCAM4ghost forcing experiments for the (left) SHand (right)NH.The vertical
bars separate the responses toalbedo forcing (causing aSWheating indexdecrease) from the
responses to cloud forcing (mainly causing a SW heating index increase). The temperature
index isbasedontropospheric-mean temperature, verticallyaveragedbelow200hPa.Prior to
calculating the indices, theCAM4andECHAM6responses toCO2doublingaremultiplied
by a factor of 2 to make them comparable to the CMIP5 CO2 quadrupling experiments.
Regression lines are calculated by orthogonal (rather than least squares) regression.
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We first consider the extent to which the combined
effect of SW albedo and cloud feedbacks can account for
the spread in baroclinicity changes across CMIP5
abrupt4xCO2 model simulations (Fig. 8a). We find a
high correlation in temperature index between CMIP5
and CAM4 simulations, particularly in the SH where
virtually all of the spread in temperature gradient
change is accounted for by SW heating anomalies as-
sociated with cloud and albedo feedbacks. We also note
that CAM4 underestimates the intermodel spread in
temperature index, as indicated by the regression slopes
being larger than one (see discussion below). The strong
temperature relationships are consistent with the fact
that SW cloud and albedo feedbacks jointly constitute a
dominant contribution to intermodel variance in tem-
perature gradient responses (Table 3). Apart from ra-
diative feedbacks, additional spread in atmospheric
heating could arise from differences in the meridional
structure of CO2 forcing or changes in ocean heat flux
convergence; such effects could explain the weaker
correlation in temperature index between CMIP5 and
CAM4 in the NH compared with the SH.
Consistent with the relationships found for baro-
clinicity, the CAM4 ghost forcing experiments statisti-
cally explain a large fraction of the variance in CMIP5
abrupt4xCO2 jet shifts and jet speed changes (r2’ 50%,
excluding the NH jet speed response; Figs. 8b,c), con-
firming the causal link between spread in SW feedbacks
and spread in jet response.3 This agrees with earlier re-
sults by Ceppi et al. (2014), who compared atmosphere-
only simulations with a prescribed SST increase (in
which SW feedbacks cannot affect surface tempera-
tures) with greenhouse gas–forced coupled experiments
for the same CMIP5 models to demonstrate the role of
clouds and albedo in driving the spread in SH jet re-
sponses. We note that the CMIP5 jet shifts are system-
atically positive while the CAM4 responses can have
either sign, indicating a robust positive contribution to
jet shifts in the CMIP5 abrupt4xCO2 experiments that is
not present in our ghost SW forcing experiments, pos-
sibly associated with CO2 (cf. Fig. 4). Furthermore,
Fig. 8 also indicates that although the impacts of SW
albedo and cloud feedbacks on baroclinicity and the jet
tend to cancel each other in the multimodel mean in
both hemispheres (cf. Figs. 7a–c), typically they do not
cancel out for individual models, because the SW
heating indices for albedo and cloud feedbacks are only
weakly correlated (20.33 and 0.03 in the SH and NH,
respectively). Hence, albedo and clouds jointly cause a
large spread in jet responses.
The slopes of the temperature relationships in Fig. 8a
generally indicate that the meridional temperature
gradient is more sensitive to SW forcing in the CMIP5
ensemble than in CAM4. This is likely due to con-
structive interactions with the high-latitude lapse rate
and water vapor feedbacks, which are known to con-
tribute to intermodel spread in polar amplification
(Pithan andMauritsen 2014). In support of this idea, the
SW heating index is positively correlated with an index
based on the sum of the lapse rate and water vapor
feedbacks (0.69 and 0.84 in the SH and NH, re-
spectively) across the eight CMIP5 models included in
Fig. 8. Other terms in the atmospheric energy budget,
such as LW cloud feedbacks and ocean heat conver-
gence changes, could also interact with the SW forcing
and contribute to the difference in sensitivity in Fig. 8a.
Despite the larger spread in temperature gradient
changes in CMIP5, we do not see a corresponding sys-
tematically larger spread in jet responses (Figs. 8b,c),
since the slopes can be bothmuch larger ormuch smaller
than one. We therefore deduce that the slopes of the jet
responses are dominated by the sensitivity of CAM4’s
circulation to SW heating by cloud and albedo feed-
backs, which depending on the metric of interest may be
larger or smaller than the bulk of CMIP5 models.
6. Discussion
a. Coupling between cloud feedback and circulation
In discussing the relationship between radiative feed-
backs and circulation, so far we have only considered how
albedo, cloud, and water vapor changes affect circulation;
we have not discussed how circulation itself can change
these fields. Although our experiments demonstrate that
intermodel differences in radiative feedbacks lead to a
spread in circulation changes, the feedbacks may not be
the primary cause of the spread if they aremainly driven by
circulation, as discussed in section 1b. While it seems safe
to assume that intermodel differences in albedo and water
vapor responses are primarily tied to temperature rather
than circulation changes, it is not a priori obvious whether
the differences in cloud feedback are a cause or a conse-
quence of the different jet responses.
While earlier studies have proposed observational
and modeling evidence for poleward jet stream shifts
causing cloud feedback around the midlatitudes, as
clouds shift to latitudes of weaker insolation (Bender
et al. 2012; Grise et al. 2013; Boucher et al. 2013), current
evidence suggests that circulation shifts cannot account
3 If we separately consider the responses to cloud and albedo
feedbacks in CAM4, we find that both components contribute
substantially to the spread of jet responses in CMIP5, except for the
SH jet shift where the albedo changes only account for about 5%of
the variance in responses (not shown).
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FIG. 8. Scatterplots of (a) temperature index, (b) jet shift, and (c) change in jet speed in
CMIP5 abrupt4xCO2 simulations vs CAM4 ghost forcing experiments. The CAM4 results
are the sum of the responses due to imposed albedo and cloud feedbacks. The jet shifts are
defined as positive poleward. Orthogonal least squares regression lines are plotted, with the
equation shown in the top-left corner of each panel.
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for cloud feedbacks under global warming (Kay et al.
2014; Ceppi et al. 2014; Ceppi andHartmann 2015; Grise
and Medeiros 2016). Both observations and high-
resolution models suggest that subtropical cloud feed-
backs will be driven primarily by thermodynamic
processes, rather than by dynamical changes (Rieck
et al. 2012; Bretherton 2015; Qu et al. 2015; Brient and
Schneider 2016), while from middle to high latitudes
(poleward of ;458) increases in the fraction of liquid to
total cloud water with warming account for the negative
cloud feedbacks (Tsushima et al. 2006; Gordon and
Klein 2014; McCoy et al. 2015; Ceppi et al. 2016a).
The magnitude of the cloud response strongly depends
on how model-specific parameterizations respond to
changes in the large-scale environment (Sherwood et al.
2014;McCoy et al. 2015; Brient et al. 2016), as evidenced
by single-column model experiments in which the
models’ cloud schemes are forced with idealized, pre-
scribed boundary conditions (Neggers 2015; Dal Gesso
et al. 2015). This suggests that, to first order, cloud
feedbacks can be regarded as properties of the models’
response to warming, and therefore as primary drivers of
intermodel spread.
b. Interactions between radiative feedbacks
Although the locking method allows us to separately
impose the radiative effects of changes in albedo, clouds,
and water vapor, in reality these responses cannot be
regarded as being fully independent. In particular, the
water vapor response is strongly dependent on temper-
ature following the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship,
and hence depends on heating anomalies associated
with CO2 forcing and with other feedbacks. Cloud
feedback is known to interact with ice and albedo
changes at high latitudes (Mauritsen et al. 2013), while
the upward shift of high clouds, responsible for the
positive LW cloud feedback (see appendix B), may de-
pend on the amount of upper-tropospheric warming, for
which the water vapor feedback should play an impor-
tant role (Held and Soden 2000). This idea is supported
by the correlations found between lapse rate, water va-
por, and LW cloud feedbacks across CMIP5 models
(Caldwell et al. 2016). The interdependence of feed-
backs means that care is required when inferring causal
relationships between feedback processes and circula-
tion changes. Alternative feedback decompositions, for
example by counting the change in water vapor under
constant relative humidity as part of the temperature
response (Ingram 2010; Held and Shell 2012; Ingram
2013), may provide additional physical insight into the
processes driving intermodel spread in the response to
CO2 forcing, but may not be straightforward to imple-
ment in locking experiments.
Of all the pairwise correlations between albedo,
cloud, and water vapor heating indices across the full set
of 28 CMIP5 models, only the relationship between
cloud and water vapor heating indices is significant
(r5 0:77 and 0.49 in the SH and NH, respectively), due
to the SW component of cloud feedback (r5 0:73 and
0.62 between SW cloud and water vapor heating in-
dices). This suggests that water vapor changes amplify
the impact of SW cloud feedback on temperature gra-
dients and circulation. Consequently, we expect that the
intermodel spread in temperature gradient changes as-
sociated with SW cloud feedback would be even larger if
the water vapor response under constant relative hu-
midity were treated as part of the temperature response
to cloud changes.
c. Role of ocean heat transport
Recent work has demonstrated that the climate sys-
tem response to localized extratropical radiative forcing,
for example due to changes in sea ice (Deser et al. 2015;
Tomas et al. 2016) or cloudiness (Kay et al. 2016;
Hawcroft et al. 2017), can be dramatically altered by the
effect of ocean heat transport changes. Hence, the
contributions of feedbacks to changes in temperature
and circulation may be different when including the ef-
fects of ocean heat transport. Nevertheless, the results
shown in Fig. 8 suggest that changes in ocean heat
transport are not a dominant driver of changes in mid-
latitude baroclinicity, since our model experiments with
prescribed ocean heat transport can reproduce the
CMIP5 spread in temperature gradient changes.
7. Conclusions
We quantify the contributions of radiative feedbacks
to midlatitude circulation shifts under CO2 forcing by
imposing the feedbacks as external forcings in two cli-
mate models, CAM4 and ECHAM6, both coupled to a
slab ocean. This is achieved by directly prescribing
(‘‘locking’’) the albedo, cloud, and water vapor fields in
the radiation code. The main findings can be summa-
rized as follows:
d The effect of radiative feedbacks on midlatitude
circulation can be interpreted broadly in terms of
baroclinicity changes: increasing baroclinicity favors a
strengthening and poleward shift of the jet, and vice
versa. By contrast, the circulation changes do not scale
well with the relative contributions of the feedbacks to
global-mean warming.
d In our two models, cloud feedbacks act to enhance
midlatitude baroclinicity and cause poleward jet shifts,
whereas albedo changes have an opposite (but weaker)
impact. Water vapor changes induce opposing changes
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in upper- and lower-level baroclinicity, with a weak net
impact on the jet.
d Latent heating has a considerable impact on the
temperature and circulation responses to radiative
heating changes. Anomalous radiative heating in the
tropics favors amplified tropical upper-level warming
(owing to moist convection) and polar lower-level
amplification (owing to poleward latent heat trans-
port). As a result, the spatial structure of the temper-
ature response can differ substantially from that of the
radiative anomaly.
d SW cloud and albedo feedbacks cause large uncer-
tainty in baroclinicity changes across CMIP5 models.
When forced with SW feedbacks from a set of eight
representative CMIP5 models, CAM4 produces a
wide range of jet responses that strongly correlate
with the meridional gradient of the anomalous short-
wave heating. Differences in shortwave feedbacks
statistically explain about 50% of the intermodel
spread in CMIP5 jet shifts for our set of models. These
differences in shortwave feedbacks are uncorrelated
with intermodel differences in global-mean warming.
The results in this paper provide the first direct quanti-
fication of the impact of climate feedbacks on mid-
latitude circulation in comprehensive models. Future
work should also consider the effect of atmospheric
feedbacks, mainly associated with LW heating by water
vapor and clouds, on intermodel differences in jet re-
sponse (Voigt and Shaw 2015, 2016).
An important implication of our results is that ob-
servational constraints on radiative feedbacks (e.g., Hall
and Qu 2006; Klein and Hall 2015) may help constrain
aspects of the dynamical response to greenhouse gas
forcing. Such observational constraints, typically de-
rived from short-term (from daily to seasonal) vari-
ability, have been proposed for the low-latitude SW
cloud feedback by marine low clouds (Qu et al. 2014;
Brient and Schneider 2016; McCoy et al. 2017), the high-
latitude SW cloud feedback (Gordon and Klein 2014;
Ceppi et al. 2016b), and the snow–albedo feedback over
land (Hall and Qu 2006; Qu and Hall 2014). Un-
certainties remain large, however, and we remain far
from being able to constrain the full meridional struc-
ture of radiative feedbacks and the associated dynamical
impacts. Until more accurate observational constraints
are developed, it will therefore remain necessary to
take into account the dynamical uncertainties associated
with future changes in radiative heating by feedback
processes.
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APPENDIX A
State Dependence of the Circulation Response
Figure A1 provides a list of the pairs of simulations
used to compute the responses to CO2 forcing and im-
posed feedbacks (see Table 1 for a list of the locked
simulations), with the associated global-mean surface
temperature responses and jet shifts. Setting aside any
possible impacts of natural variability, differences in
temperature and circulation response could occur for
two main reasons: first, because the radiative impact of
changing CO2, albedo, cloud, and water vapor fields will
slightly vary between experiments; second, because
even for a fixed radiative forcing the dynamical response
will depend on the basic state. However, Fig. A1 shows
that the differences between imposed feedbacks are
robust and not strongly dependent on the basic state;
hence the results do not rely on the order in which
feedbacks are imposed.
The largest variation between simulations is found for
the NH jet response in CAM4, where the response often
changes sign between pairs of simulations. Even here,
however, the effect of clouds clearly stands out as the
dominant contribution to a poleward jet shift. For each
forcing, the variations in NH jet shift between pairs of
CAM4 simulations correlate positively with the bulk
temperature gradient change as defined in Fig. 3 (not
shown), suggesting that the variability in response is at
least in part due to differences in radiative forcing rather
than only resulting from dynamical sensitivity to the
basic state, although natural variability may also play a
role. While we have not investigated the exact causes
for the differences in forcing, variations are expected
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because the radiative impact of changing albedo, clouds,
and water vapor depends on the background state. For
example, a brightening of high-latitude clouds will
have a stronger impact if the clouds overlie a dark ice-
free surface (the A2 albedo distribution) than a bright,
ice-free one (the A1 distribution); similar interactions
occur for other feedbacks.
APPENDIX B
Cloud-Induced Radiative Heating Changes
Figure B1 shows the radiative anomalies associated
with cloud feedback in CAM4 and ECHAM6, di-
agnosed by running the radiation code offline following
the partial radiative perturbationmethodology (Colman
and McAvaney 1997). The top-of-atmosphere (TOA)
changes shown in Fig. B1a indicate the effect of clouds
on the climate system’s energy budget. This effect can be
partitioned into radiative changes at the surface
(Fig. B1b) and in the atmosphere (Fig. B1c). The at-
mospheric heating anomalies are essentially due to LW
cloud feedback, since clouds cause little SW heating
within the atmosphere (consistent with the blue curves
being nearly identical in Figs. B1a and B1b). In this
appendix we briefly discuss the partitioning of cloud-
radiative changes between the surface and the atmo-
sphere and explain themainmechanisms responsible for
the radiative changes.
At the TOA, most of the radiative change is associ-
ated with the SW effect of clouds (blue and black
curves); in particular, SW changes explain the meridio-
nal structure of cloud feedback. LW radiative changes
tend to oppose the effect of SW radiation, but are
weaker at the TOA. At the surface, LW changes oppose
SW changes much more strongly, particularly from
middle to high latitudes. This is because changes in LW
heating by low clouds affect mainly the surface, and the
surface and atmospheric effects tend to cancel in the
TOA radiative budget. As an example, in CAM4 LW
cooling by lower-tropospheric clouds increases strongly
poleward of 608 (Fig. B1c) because warming causes an
increase in the liquid water content of mixed-phase low
clouds, making clouds more emissive (e.g., Tsushima
et al. 2006; Kay et al. 2014; Wall and Hartmann 2015;
Ceppi et al. 2016a). Much of the enhanced emission of
LW radiation goes to the surface, where it causes
warming (Fig. B1b).
The increase in high-latitude liquid water content is a
robust mechanism that is also responsible for the nega-
tive SW cloud feedback found in all current climate
models poleward of about 458–608 (cf. Fig. 5b; Zelinka
et al. 2012; Ceppi et al. 2016a). At lower latitudes, most
climate models predict a positive SW cloud feedback
due to decreases in low cloud fraction, although this
effect varies considerably between models and accounts
for most of the intermodel spread in net global-mean
cloud feedback (Bony et al. 2006; Zelinka et al. 2012;
FIG. A1. Change in (a) global-mean surface air temperature, and jet shift in the (b) SH and (c) NH in the full set of locked simulations
used to calculate the response to CO2 forcing and imposed feedbacks; A, C, and W stand for albedo, cloud, and water vapor imposed
feedbacks. Jet shifts are positive poleward.
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Vial et al. 2013; Caldwell et al. 2016). The atmospheric
radiative heating anomalies are dominated by the LW
effect of rising high clouds, consistent with the fixed
anvil temperature hypothesis (Hartmann and Larson
2002; Zelinka and Hartmann 2010), a robust mechanism
favoring a global-mean positive LW cloud feedback in
climate models.
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